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CURRENT PROMOTIONAL PRICE
$1000

[…] the secret lucrative money making evil mickey juice part,
he provides full code for each case so you just have to copy
and paste or do minimal editing. Through the quality and
length of this course, I can clearly see that he’s been
working in the app market for 7 years, as he said, and I
understand why he has to sell only 80 copies in high price.
Pure gold for people who wanna make huge money in mobile apps
/ games because you will have to spend tons of time to collect
/ experience all of these by yourself and most of all, the
evil monetizing parts. […]
zykev69
BHW JR VIP

Really good for the price, use some common sense and you got a
good way to make some dollar.
Society Girl
BHW Moderator

I was lucky enough to grab a free review copy. Ladies and
Gentlemen This is THE REAL DEAL. To the point Information and
beginner friendly course. Highly Recommended. absolute nobrainer if you’re looking for Making Money via your Android
Apps. Good Luck!
ToughSeoX
BHW JR.VIP

Although, the content was like 70% finished while the time of
the review I found some really golden nuggets and with the
help of the OP who happens to be super responsive I am going
to make those small changes soon and I know the traffic will
surely increase. The OP is a pro in this field and uses many
of the methods inside the course himself. There is a lot to
learn and everyone can benefit considering mobile is the
future of technology.
Good Job!
TheVigilante
BHW JR.VIP

Long-story short it totally deserves the price that OP is
asking. He has put a lot of info on the e-book, but that’s not
why it’s so special to me. The thing that makes it one of the
best courses I have ever purchased online is that there is no
bullshit like many gurus sell their courses (cough Neil
Patel). They only tell one part of the strategy, the other one
you have to figure out yourself.
The other great thing about the course is that OP gives full
support for all the members, isn’t that cool? He sides with
his courses only because he knows that many people will
succeed with it, not like many other gurus who just put out
courses that no longer work and leave the face of the earth.
My suggestion : Get inside of it before it’s too late.
Geasy
BHW JR.VIP

I was fortunate enough to receive a review copy of this
course. After reading through the guide i felt that there was
a ton of good information about making money with android
apps. Having said that it might require some background
knowledge about coding and the android platform before you can
start making money. Nevertheless, it was a great read and
definitely has the potential to make you a ton of money!
AquaticGamer
BHW JR.VIP

I have had our disagreements, some even regarding the
viability of a course like the above. When I saw he was
looking for some Jr. Exec reviewers for his course, I felt
obliged to step in and offer my services. I wasn’t expecting a
response, but he quickly sent over unique login information
for the course and let me know that he was available for any
questions I had.
I am extremely impressed with what is being offered. [… READ
MORE ON BHW]
Great stuff, I wasn’t sure what to expect, and my
expectations were pleasantly exceeded.
Sherb
BHW JR EXECUTIVE VIP
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COURSE REVIEWS – MORE REVIEWS CAN
BE READ ON BHW – CLICK FOR
REDIRECTION
Introduction
Welcome in AndroidMoney.info website, the place where you can
learn how to develop Android applications and the most
important thing – the place where you can learn how to make
bigger money from applications published in Google Play store.
Most of Android developers are not making any money. They are
publishing applications and fails because Google Play is very
saturated store and competition is hard. Every day, 1000+
applications arrives to store and you need to compete with
them. The only positive thing is that developers are not using
any ASO or methods. We can beat them with some techniques.
From this course you will learn how to do it.

Who am I to advice you?
I am Luke, indie Android developer but more a businessman. I
am making money from Android development and Android Market
(Google Play) for 2011. I earned a lot but also not amazing
numbers. Currently my total earnings from Google Play are
arround $4mln. Not big but also not small number, especialy I

am working alone and not hiring any people. My way is
different – publish a lot of apps in Google Play as much I can
and defeat Google Play algorithms. I am working against rules
and Google Play policy but never breaking any law. Methods
presented in this course are legal but sometimes not moral.
You can ask me and yourself, why I am sharing my knowledge?
Course is expensive, money is money. Google cannot destroy
these methods because they would need to invent Android from
scratch. There are 180 000 Android Developers in Google Play.
I think, few sales will not make me any competition. People
are also very lazy, I figured out that maybe 1% of user wants
to hard work and learning from my course. They buy it and
forget. I see it on our course Discord – people are playing
computer games for whole days. It’s a shame.
You can find me on BHW forums, where I am publishing high
quality Android
community.

threads – I am reputable member of this

What you get?
access to course, each method is step by step tutorial
with source code or images
access to course Discord, community with buyers, to
discuss about Google Play
source codes from SellMyApp/Codecanyon/Chupamobile worth
$15 000, ready to reskin and use in your applications
support 1h/week, mostly weekends, to talk about your
business

Check the tab in menu to see course
content!
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